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CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE:  

The contents of this handbook are intended solely for the addressee(s) and may contain 

confidential and/or privileged information and may be legally protected from disclosure. If you 

are not the intended recipient of this message or their agent, or if this message has been 

addressed to you in error, please immediately alert Desiree at Commellini Estate 509-466-0667 

and then dispose of this handbook. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified 

that any use, dissemination, copying, or storage of this message or its attachments is strictly 

prohibited. 
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Position General Information 
 

Position Type: Part Time, Seasonal 

 

Position Title:  Farmers Market Associate  

 

Job Description:  

 

Overview:  

Commellini Estate is looking for a dynamic, outgoing individual with impeccable integrity and 

outstanding interpersonal skills person to fill their Farmer’s Market Associate position for the 

upcoming season. This position includes setting up our market booth, working the booth, 

preparing the product line, operating the booth during market hours, engaging customers with 

samples , and providing a positive image as a spokesperson for the estate.  

 

The Farmers Market Manager will be responsible for all aspects of market operations during the 

season. This position requires the ability to communicate effectively with a variety of people, 

including: customers, vendors, volunteers, health inspectors 

 

The Market Manager must be available during all market hours throughout the season, be willing 

and able to work outside in all weather conditions; and be able to safely lift and carry at least 50 

pounds. The position requires the ability to work independently as well as inter-dependently with 

the team of volunteers, interns and staff members. The ideal candidate will be an enthusiastic 

advocate of the local food movement. The Market Manager must be reliable, self-motivated and 

have good communication and customer service skills.  

 

Responsibilities:  

Specific responsibilities will be determined by the needs of the customers, our partners and the 

vendors at the market. Generally, the Market Associate  is responsible for the following 

activities:  

 

MARKET OPERATIONS  

• Arrives at market 2 hours before opening to coordinate market set-up and stays at market until 

closing and then breakdown booth setup (usually no more than 1 hour after market closing).  

• Sets up tent, table and display.  

• Staffs the tent providing information to customers, selling Commellini Estate merchandise and 

helping run the EBT/Credit Card machine.  

 

GENERAL MARKET SUPPORT  

• Develops and maintains good working relationships with other Market staff and interns, 

vendors, customers and community members. 

 • Assists vendors, community representatives and customers by providing market-related 

information, conflict resolution and general aid as appropriate. 
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OUTREACH AND MARKETING  

• Works with the Commellini Estate and our partners to promote the market through social 

media, contributing to weekly email newsletters and promotion throughout the community. 

 • Educates customers about Commellini Estate’s mission and services  

• Assists with the development and coordination of special events – including tastings, harvest 

festivals, and fundraisers. This is a seasonal position with opportunity for growth   

 

We are looking for an Associate who can commit to working Tuesdays from 12:00 PM to 8:00 

PM May 3- October 25 with the occasional Wednesday and Thursday additional hours for 

market preparation.   

 

Documents Required: Please submit your Resume and Cover Letter to 

info@commelliniestate.com. Please be sure to include your availability.  

 

Desired Start Date: 5/15/17 

 

Apprx Hours/Week: 10-15 hours 

 

GPA: 2.5+   

 

Salary Level: $11.00/ hour 
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Farmers Market Item CheckList 
 Prepare Handwashing Station:  

o Insulated Coleman with Hot 

water  

o Soap Dispenser full of soap 

o Paper towels x2 (1 backup) 

o White Bucket (water catch) 

Health Department & Licensing:  

o Food Handlers Permit for all 

working in booth  

o Catering Permit & Health 

Department folder 

o Business License  
o Sanitizer Bucket with Bleach 

o Test strips for potency 
 

 Sauce Samples:  

o 3 sauce warmed to at least 135 

degrees 

o 2 gallon back of sliced bread 

o bread basket  

o black napkin 

o Chaffing Dish  

o Sternos (6 count)  

o Lighters (2 count)  

o Large Spoons (3count)  

o Toothpicks (4 box count) 

o Shot glass (toothpick holder) 

o Garbage container (white) with 

garbage sack 

o Chalk Label stands 

o Chalk Pen 

o Black plastic plate 

o Thermometer 

o White Rags- Clean(2ct) 

o Gloves (2 box ct) 

 Tent Items:  

o Tent 

o Tent Sides 

o 4 Sand Bag Weights 

o 4 white ropes  

o 2 long folding plastic tables 

o 4 Maroon Linens  

 Marketing Materials:  

White plastic 3 drawer cabinet filled w/: 

o Member Cards 

o Business Cards 

o Business card holder for table  

o Catering/Rehearsal Info Sheet 

o Wedding/Event Info Sheet 

o Pens, Pencils, Dry erase marker 

o Small Gold Easel 

o Cutting Board Easel (2ct) 

o NEW Weekly Menu 

 

 Decorative:  

o CE Logo Black Back Sign  

o CE Front Tent Banner Sign  

o Bungee Cords 

o A Frame Chalk Board Sign 

o Chalk 

 Product:  

o 100 + Brown Bags 

Coolers Filled with:  

o Meat Sauce (25ct)  

o Alfredo Sauce (30ct)  

o Marinara (30 ct)  

o Chicken Cacc (12 ct)  

o Meatballs (10 ct)  

o Rotating Lasagna (12 of each 

type) 

 Payment:  

o Phone logged into Square 

o 3 Square Chip Readers  

o Blue Till Bag ($250)  

 Bin Items:  

o Lint Roller  

o Safety Pins  
o Blue Masking tape 

o Plastic Bags (5 ct)  

Make sure your 
pulling from 
oldest product to 
newest. All lids 
are fully on and 
proper labeling 

Make sure your 
$100 in ones. 
Otherwise stop 
at bank 
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o Extra empty sauce containers- to 

handout to other vendors at end 

of night  

o Spatula 

o Foil 
o Extra Garbage Backs (Black) 
o Extra Garbage Bags (small 

clear) 
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Farmers Market Setup Guide 

1. Get each sauce(Marinara, Meat, and Alfredo) from the inside fridge in the kitchen. Put 
them into metal 1/3 dishes that are underneath the warmer. Turn on warmer, cover 
each with aluminum foil and put into warmer. Make sure that everything is out of the 
bottom of the warmer, you will need the lids and holders.  

2. Put water into the teapot in the kitchen and turn it on. Hot water will be necessary for 
chaffing dish and handwashing station. Repeat until coleman is full. 

3. Load coolers if you do not have time to load the coolers at the event before the market. 
Check the alcohol room first in that freezer for all of the sauces and meals. Load Alfredo 
sauce into the blue cooler in stacks of 4-5. Meat and Marinara go into the red cooler. 
Make sure only meat is stacked on meat, it makes it easier to pull from one pile. To load 
the large white cooler, know what the menu for the week is. Load lasagnas and specialty 
meals in piles and make sure it is super organized.  

4. Things you will need to collect: 
a. Small black serving tray 
b. Large spoons(3) 
c. Hot water holder from bar 
d. Bread for sampling(can be found in freezer in kitchen or alcohol room) 
e. Maroon linens(4) 
f. Sternos(6) 
g. Garbage bag 

5. Once you have everything loaded and sauces in the warmer, go up to the storage 
building. USE THE ROUND HILLMAN KEY. Do not lock it when you are leaving because 
you will need back in later. Fake lock it.  In there you will need: 

a. The tent 
b. The plastic table 
c. The white three drawer cabinet 
d. The plastic bin filled with miscellaneous items 
e. Garbage bin 
f. Commellini Estate sign(in a white and blue plastic bag) 
g. Wood chalk sign 
h. Garbage bag with sides to the tent 
i. Sand Bag Weights 

6. Extra things to check for: 
a. Brown bags, do you have enough?  
b. Toothpicks 
c. Member cards/Info Sheets 

 
 
 
 

7. Pour hot water from pot into coleman water holder.  
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8. When you take the sauces out of the warmer, turn it off before you leave. 
9. BEFORE YOU LEAVE. Get till from Desiree and know how much is in there to start. Have 

her print you off new menus for the market. Check to make sure the square chip reader 
is in the till bag(blue). Download square app and have Desiree sign you in.  

10. Make sure you have: 
a. Everything from the storage building 
b. All coolers 
c. Sauces from the warmer 
d. Extra items from the kitchen 
e. Till 
f. Go through entire checklist 

 

Set Up Directions 

1. Go directly to the Fairwood Farmers market booth and ask which spot you are in, it 
changes.  

2. Set up the white tent, make sure that at least one hole is showing on the bottom legs 
(height) 

3. Tie weights on all 4 side. They weights need to be dangling as to actually hold down the 
tent when tied.  

4. If you need water: located  from the spigot on the side of Thomas Hammer, then set 
them right next to each leg of the tent. From there, hook a bungee chord from the 
handle of the bucket, straight up to the tent.  

5. Set up the table. Put the two maroon linens on it and make sure to hide the seam. Place 
the three drawer cabinet under the table where only you can access it as well at the 
miscellaneous bin and any personal items.  

6. If it is a windy or super hot day, put up some of the sides for the tent, otherwise keep 
that in your car as it takes up a lot of space.  

7. Place each of the coolers where they are easily accessible to you.  
8. Place chaffing dishes on the table and fill each with enough water from the hot water 

we brought to cover the bottom of each pan. Then put the sauces in each. Place sternos 
under each one and light them. There are name plates for each sauce in the top drawer 
of the cabinet. Take off the aluminum foil and stir each sauce with the three mega 
spoons. -Watch sauces, they may occasionally need you to add water if drying out. (add 
hot water from coleman) 

9. Also on the table, place the menus that go on the wooden stands from the 
miscellaneous bin and tape them on with the blue scotch tape so they do not fly off. 
Tape is in the top drawer. Also, set out business cards and event information sheets and 
make them look nice.  

10. Put black serving tray behind the sauces for you to access only and set the spoons on 
there. Then, take out the bread basket from the cabinet and place a black napkin in it so 
it looks nice. From there, put the bread into the basket. Set out the small shot glass and 
fill it with toothpicks.  

11. Put the trash bag into the garbage can for customers to throw away their toothpicks.  
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12. The Commellini Estate sign should be hung in the back of the booth with hooks and 
bungee chords. Place one of the metal hooks from the top drawer through the hole on 
the side and then place a bungee chord from the hook to the side of the tent. Repeat on 
the other side. DO NOT USE TAPE, it does not look good and does not hold.  

13. Put the wood chalkboard out in front of the left corner for all to see.  
14. On the 2nd table placed in back of booth behind the sign. This will be your handwashing 

station, set the white bucket empty on ground under hot water holder. Grab the soap 
out of the miscellaneous bin and put it next to the water. This will be the hand washing 
station as required by the health department. Any information needed if the health 
inspector shows up is in the second drawer of the cabinet on a yellow clipboard.  

15. Place the brown bags from the miscellaneous bin on top of it under the table so you can 
easily access them when a sale is made.  
 
 

Tear Down Directions 
1. Once the market is over, start by taking down the sign. Roll it and put is back into 

its plastic bag. 
2. Put all the bungee chords away in the bottom shelf and dump the water from 

the buckets into the grass. 
3. Put all money and the square back into the till and put it away safely. 
4. Put everything from the bin and cabinet away. Load up and drive back to the 

estate. 
5. Put everything away that goes into the storage building first. It is dark up there 

and you will need the light while its available. Lock the door when you are done.  
6. Unload the coolers in the big white freezer in the alcohol room. Unload and stack 

depending on type. Move the coolers to the far side of the room and leave the 
lids open to air them out. Lock the door when you are done.  

7. Wash all dishes used at the market and put them away.  
8. Count all of the money in the till. If Desiree is still in the office, give the till to her, 

if not put it in the bar cabinet. 
 

****After Tuesday Market Day you will restock everything including product in coolers (to be left in 

freezer to prepare for Wednesday market day***** 
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Here are some diagrams of how the booth should look from the front and back . 
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Farmers Market Setup Guide 

Keep Point Recap/Review: 

 

Day(s) Before FM: 

- Put all the labels on the containers and have them filled and frozen 

- Have everything be completely frozen  

- All the tables, decorations, bins, etc. be in basement and ready to load.  

 

Day-Of Prep: 

- All sauce containers should be completely frozen when loaded into the coolers. 

Plastic bags of ice will fill around them 

- Load the vehicle 

- The taster sauce should be heated (135-check with thermometer) and put into 

the chaffers right before we leave 

 

Farmers Market Onsite Prep: 

- Have cash (till) with all members of staff working-distribute into aprons 

- Label the tiles with the sauces and specify whether they are gluten, vegan, 

dairy, etc 

- Understand ingredients/spices in products 

-  
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Food Preparation Steps Frozen Produce 

 
All food is purchased and delivered by commercial vendors on a weekly basis, or as needed. The 

inventory is kept small, to ensure freshness, and all items are stored and rotated properly, in 

designated dry pantry storage, under commercial refrigeration or freezer. Most dishes are 

prepared or cooked to order. Food is purchased through Food Service of America, Sysco 

Systems, and local specialty grocery stores.  

 

Veggie Lasagna 

Commercially produced cheeses (may include ricotta cheese, parmesan, fresh mozzarella, and/or 

monetary jack) and commercial purchased egg are layered between prepared lasagna noodles 

(see dried pasta) or commercially produced fresh pasta sheets, peppers, eggplant, onions, 

zucchini, squash, spinach, broccoli, and choice of sauce (see sauce list below), in a 2 inch hotel 

pan of commercial grade container. All vegetables have been washed in a sanitized prep sink, 

roasted, and cooled in refrigeration in walk in cooler 41 degrees or below. Spinach was blanched 

and then cooled in walk in. Process takes about 50 minutes. Prepared lasagnas are stored under 

refrigeration in walk in cooler 41 degrees or below, and fully cooked at 375 degrees before 

service, lasagna temperature will at least reach a minimum temperature of 145 degrees. Cooling 

process will be monitored to ensure that the lasagna is cooled from 140 F to 70 F within 2 hours 

and then from 140 F to 41 F or below in 6 hours. When prepared for our frozen retail line 

lasagna is assembled but not baked. Lasagna is labeled, and frozen on a high shelf in walk in 

freezer (32 degrees and below). 

 

Meat Lasagna 

Commercially purchased chicken or sausage is thawed in refrigerator on bottom shelf.  If 

chicken is used it is trimmed and rinsed in food preparation sink after being thawed. Chicken is 

sautéed till 165 degrees and sausage is sautéed till at least 155 degrees. Prepared Lasagna 

noodles (see dried pasta) is removed from the walk-in cooler and combined with commercially 

produced cheeses, commercially purchased egg, chicken, and/or sausage, and sauce (see sauce 

list below), in a 2 inch hotel pan. Prepared lasagnas are stored under refrigeration in walk in 

cooler 41 degrees or below, and fully cooked at 375 degrees before service, lasagna temperature 

will at least reach a minimum temperature of 145 degrees. Cooling process will be monitored to 

ensure that the lasagna is cooled from 140 F to 70 F within 2 hours and then from 140 F to 41 F 

or below in 6 hours. When prepared for our frozen retail line lasagna is assembled but not baked. 

Lasagna is labeled, and frozen on a high shelf in walk in freezer (32 degrees and below). 

 

Tomato Basil Salad Dressing:  

Basil and garlic is washed separately in a sanitized prep sink, chopped on a sanitized cutting 

board with gloved hands.  Leda’s Meat Sauce or Marinara Sauce (see details below), 

commercially produced olive oil, red wine vinegar, garlic, basil, salt, and pepper are combined. 

Stored in a food safe contained on a high shelf in walk-in cooler 41 degrees or below. When 

prepared for our frozen retail line salad dressing is labeled accordingly.  
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Previously Approved Sauces:  
Leda’s Meat Sauce 

Commercially produced ground beef and chicken livers are stored on a lower shelf in the walk-in 

at 41 degrees or below. Beef is cooked with garlic and olive oil until meat reaches a minimum of 

155 degrees (process takes about 10 min). Chicken livers are ground in a food processor with 

celery, onions, carrots, and garlic that was washed in a sanitized prep sink and cut on a sanitized 

cutting board. Mixture is added to meat and is cooked until it reaches 165 degrees. Commercially 

produced canned tomatoes and tomato paste is added and simmered for 30 min. Sauce is hot held 

at 140 degrees or higher for no more than 3.5 hours and served over pasta per order. If pre-made 

for service then right after preparation sauce is cooled in an ice bath in the prep sink and stirred 

every 10 min until cooled to 41 degrees or less, then transferred to a high shelf in walk in cooler 

(41 degrees or below). When cooled Meat Sauce is transferred to a plastic food commercial 

grade container, labeled, and frozen on a high shelf in walk in freezer (32 degrees and below). 

 

 

Marinara 

Celery, onions, carrots, and garlic that was washed in a sanitized prep sink and cut on a sanitized 

cutting board are sautéed in garlic and olive oil. Commercially produced canned tomatoes, 

tomato paste, and seasons are simmered for 30 min. Sauce is hot held at 140 degrees or higher 

for no more than 3.5 hours and served over paste per order. If pre-made for service then right 

after preparation sauce is cooled in an ice bath in the prep sink and stirred every 10 min until 

cooled to 41 degrees or less, then transferred to a high shelf in walk in cooler (41 degrees or 

below). When cooled Meat Sauce is transferred to a plastic food commercial grade container, 

labeled, and frozen on a high shelf in walk in freezer (32 degrees and below). 

 

 

White Wine Sauce 

Commercial produced heavy cream, half & half, fresh garlic, flour, wine, parmesan cheese, and 

goat cheese is brought to a simmer over med low heat. If pre-made for service then right after 

preparation sauce is cooled in an ice bath in the prep sink and stirred every 10 min until cooled to 

41 degrees or less, then transferred to a high shelf in walk in cooler (41 degrees or below). When 

cooled Alfredo is transferred to a plastic food commercial grade container, labeled, and frozen on 

a high shelf in walk in freezer (32 degrees and below). 
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Handwashing: 

Wash Hands Properly Food employees shall clean their hands and exposed portions of the arms in a 

properly equipped handwashing facility by vigorously rubbing together the surfaces of the lathered 

hands and arms and thoroughly rinsing with clean water. Employees shall pay particular attention to the 

areas underneath the fingernails and between the fingers. To avoid contaminating hands, food 

employees may use disposable paper towels or similar barriers when touching surfaces such as faucet 

handles. Provide Proper Handwashing Facilities When cutting or handling exposed ready to eat food, use 

either handwash facilities provided in your space or located in close proximity to your space (i.e within 

app. 15’). Three levels of handwashing facilities are possible: 1. Potable hot and cold tempered running 

water under pressure with suitable hand cleaner, dispensed paper towels, and a waste receptacle. This 

option must be used when available. 2. When food exposure is limited, a food vendor may use a five-

gallon insulated container with a spigot, which can be turned on to allow potable, clean, warm water to 

flow over one’s hands into a waste receiving bucket of equal or larger volume; suitable hand cleaner; 

disposable towels, and a waste receptacle. 3. When items offered are pre-packaged or otherwise 

protected from contamination by hands AND a handwashing facility is available at the event and used by 

employees following toilet use, chemically treated towelettes may be used for cleaning hands. 


